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70. Calculus in Ranked Vector Spaces. III

By Masae YAMAGUCHI
Department of Mathematics, University of Hokkaido

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNVGI, M. Z. )., May 13, 1968)

(1.7.6) It is obvious that one has the following; if {x} is a
quasi-bounded sequence and {an} is a bounded sequence in (i.e.,
a M, for n=O, 1, 2, .), then {aXn} is also a quasi-bounded se-

quence.
In fact, let (fin} be a sequence in with/--.0, then

ftn(bnXn)--- (nbn)Xn.
Since al M, tan--O in . Using that {xn} is a quasi-bounded
sequence, we have

.’. {lira n(anXn) O.
(1.7.7) Proposition. Let l" E-E be a linear and continuous

map between ranked vector spaces E, E. If {Xn) is a quasi-bounded
sequence in a ranked vector space E, then {/(x)} is also a quasi-
bounded sequence in E..

Proof. Let {/n} be a sequence in such that /n--0. Then it
follows from the linearity o that /l(x)=(/x). Using the as-
sumption that l" E-E,. is continuous,

{lim/nl(X)} /(0)=0.
Therefore {l(xn)} is a quasi-bounded sequence.

(1.7.8) Proposition. Let E, E,..., E be a family of ranked
vector spaces. For a sequence {z}={(x, x., ., Xn)} Of the direct
product E to be a quasi-bounded sequence it is necessary and sui-
cient that, for each i (i=1,2, ..., m), {Xn} is a quasi-bounded se-
quence in E.

Proof. Let {/} be a sequence in with/-*0. Then
[nZn---(flnXnl, [nXn, "’’, [:nXnm).

By (1.5.1), {lim/z} 9 0 is equivalent to
{lim/x} 0, {lira/nXn} O, ..., {lim/nX} O.

That is, our assertion holds.
1.8. L.convergence. Let us introduce a new convergence in a

ranked vector space E, where the convergence in the sense of (1.2.1)
is defined.

(1.8.1) Definition. Let {x} be a sequence of a ranked vector
space E. We say that a sequence {x} converges to x in the sense of
L-convergence, and we write {Lim x} x i and only if x can be
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written in the following way"

x-x-x’, n-O, 1, 2,
where {} is a sequence in such that -0 and {x’} is a quasi-
bounded sequence in E.

Obviously {Lim x} x=={Lim (x--x)} 0.
(1.8.2) In particular, if x-x for n-0, 1, 2, ..., then

{Lim Xn} X.

In fact, x--x=O=2O, where {2} is any sequence in with
20.

It is obvious that one has the following proposition"
(1.8.3) Proposition. Let {x} be a sequence of a ranked vector

space E. Then
{Lim Xn} x implies {lim x} x.

(1.8.4) Proposition. Let E be a ranked vector space, {Xn}, {Y}
tWO sequences in E and x, y e E. If {Lim x} x and {Lim y} y in
E, then

{Lim (x + y)} x + y.
Proof. If follows from definition of L-convergence that

x--x=2x, y--y=y, for n=O, 1, 2,
where {2n}, {} are sequences in such that 20, 0, and {x},
{y} are quasi-bounded sequences in E.

n

where r=max (12 I, I ). hen

2 ]<1, <1 and lim=O.

By (1.7.g), (1.7.6)

is a quasi-bounded sequence. Hence
{Lim (x + y)} x + y.

(1.8.5) Proposition. Let E be a ranked vector space, {xn} a
sequence in E and x e E. If {Lim xn} x, then for any e t

(Lim x} x.
Proof. By assumption we have

x--x=,x’, n--0, 1, 2,
where {2} is a sequence in !R with 2-*0 and {x} is a quasi-bounded
sequence in E.

.’. ,x ,x ,,x’ (,n)X
". {Lira 2x} 2x.
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(1.8.6) Proposition. Let E be a ranked vector space. If lim
in Yt, then for any x e E

{Lim 2x} 2x.
Proof. 2nx-2x-(2-2)x.

By assumption we have
2-2-*0 for

and if x=x for n=0, 1, 2,..., by (1.7.3) {x} is a quasi-bounded
sequence

.’. {Lim x} x.
(1.8.7) Proposition. Let E be a ranked vector space, {Xn} a

sequence in E, {2} a sequence in Yt, x e E, and e Yr. If lim= in
Yt and {Lim x} x in E, then

{Lim 2nX} 2X.
Proof. (a) We shall show that our assertion holds in the fol-

lowing special case"

=0, x=O.
By assumption we have

x= /x’, n=O, 1, 2,
where/2-*0 in iR and {x;} is a quasi-bounded sequence in E.

.’. x (gx’)-(
.’. {Lira 2x} s0.

(b) Let lira 2=2 and {Lira x} x, then
lira (2n-2)= 0 and {Lira (Xn-- X)} 0.

By (a) we have
{Lira ( 2)(x x)} 0

". {Lira (2x--2x-2x+ 2x)} s 0.
By (1.8.2), (1.8.5), (1.8.6), we have

{Lira 2x} 2x, {Lira 2x} 2x, and {Lira (-2x)} --2x.
It follows from (1.8.4) that

{Lira 2Xn} 2X.
(1.8.8) Proposition. Let E, E.,..., E. be a family of ranked

vector spaces, {z}={(x, x, ..., x)} a sequence in the direct prod-
uct E and z=(x, x,..., x) e E. Then {Lira z} z is equiva-
lent to

{Lira x} x, {Lira x} x, ..., {Lira x} x.
Proof. (a) By assumption we have

z-z=z, n=0, 1, 2,
where 2--*0 in and {z’}={(x’, x,’ x)} is a quasi-bounded
sequence in E. Then

Xnl- X nXnl,
X X. 2nX,
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Thus we have
{Lim x} x, {Lim x} x, ..., {Lim x} x.

(b) Suppose conversely that
{Lim Xnl} Xl, {Lim x} x, ..., {Lim x} x.

It follows from definition of L-convergence that
Xnl- X 2nlXl,
x-- X

where 0, 20, ..., 20 in and {x}, {x}, ..., {x} are
quasi-bounded sequences

.’. z-z (nX, nX, X)

Tn Tn

where v=max (]2n
Then

and

By (1.7.6)

are quasi-bounded sequences, and so by (1.7.8)

"’’’
is also a quasi-bounded sequence in E.

". {Limzn} z.
(1.8.9) Proposition. Let E, E,.,..., E be a family of ranked

vector spaces, {Zn}={(X, X, ..., X)}, {Z}={(X, X,., ..., X’)} tWO
sequences in the direct product E and z (x, x, ., x), z’ (x’,
x, ..., x) e E. If {Lira z} z and {Lira z} z’, then

{Lira (z + z,)} z + z’.
Proof. By (1.8.8) {Lira z} z and {Lira z} z are equivalent to

{Lira Xn} X, {Lim x} x,., ..., {Lira x} x,
and

{Lim x} 9 x;, {Lira x’} s x’, ..., {Lim x} x’.
Since E, E,., ..., E are ranked vector spaces, it follows from (1.8.4)
that for each i (i= 1, 2, ..., m)

{Lira (Xn + x’)} x +x
{Lira (z + z;)} z + z’.
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(1.8.10) Proposition. Let El, E, ..., E be a family of ranked
vector spaces, z}={(X, xn, ..., x)} a sequence in the direct prod-
uc E and z=(x, x,..., x)e E. If {Limz} z in E, then
for any e t

Lim z} z.
Proof. By (1,8.8) Lim z} z is equivalent to

{Lim x} x, {Lim x} x., ..., {Lim Xn} x.
Since E, E,..., E are ranked vector spaces, by (1.8.5), for any, we have

{Lim x} x, {Lim x} x, ..., {Lim x} x.
.’. {Lim 2z} 2z.

(1.8.11) Proposition. Let z=(xl, x,, ..., x) be an arbitrary
element of the direct product Et of the ranked vector spaces’

E, E, .., E. If lim 2-- 2 in t, then
{Lim 2z} 2z.

Proof. Since E, E, ..., E are ranked vector spaces, by (1.8.6)
we have

{Lim nX} x, {Lim x} x, ..., {Lim x} x.
.’. {Lim 2z} 2z.

(1.8.12) Proposition. Let {Z}={(Xn, X,, ..., X)} a sequence in
the direct product E of the ranked vector spaces E, E,, ..., E and
z=(x, x,, ..., x) e E. If {Lira Zn} z in E, and lira
then

{Lim 2nZn} 2Z.
Proof. {Lim z} z is equivalent to

{Lim x} x, {Lim x} x, ..., {Lim x} x.
Since E, E., ..., E are ranked vector spaces, by (1.8.7) we have

{Lim 2x} 2x, {Lim 2x} 2x., ..., {Lim 2x} 2x.
.’. {Lim 2nZ} 2Z.


